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Gustav Mahler  (1860-1911)    From Des Knaben Wunderhorn (1892-99, rev. 1901)   
Ablösung im Sommer 

Ich ging mit Lust durch einen grünen Wald  

Liebst du um Schönheit from Rückert Lieder (1901-2)   

Lob des hohen Verstandes from Des Knaben Wunderhorn  

Richard Strauss  (1864-1949)    Schlechtes Wetter Op. 69 No. 5 (1918)   

Ich wollt' ein Sträusslein binden Op. 68 No. 2 (1918)   

Das Rosenband Op. 36 No. 1 (1897)   

Rote Rosen (1883)   

Die erwachte Rose (1880)   

Begegnung (1880)   

Johanna Müller-Hermann  (1868-1941)   Willst du mit mir wandern Op. 2 No. 1 (pub. 1907) 

Weisst du noch Op. 2 No. 2 (pub. 1907) 

Liebeslied Op. 2 No. 3 (pub. 1907) 

Der letzte Abend Op. 2 No. 4 (pub. 1907) 

Einen guten Grund hat's Op. 2 No. 5 (pub. 1907) 

Percy Grainger  (1882-1961)    The Sprig of Thyme (1920)   

Benjamin Britten  (1913-1976)    The last rose of summer (1957)   

Charlotte Bray  (b.1982)    Farewell from Yellow Leaves (2013)   

Muriel Herbert  (1897-1984)    To Daffodils (1916)   

Madeleine Dring  (1923-1977)    It was a Lover 
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From the mid 1880s onwards, Mahler was transfixed 

by Des Knaben Wunderhorn, a collection of German folk 

poetry compiled and edited by Achim von Arnim and 

Clemens Brentano, published between 1805 and 1808. 

This source proved enormously generative for 19th-

century composers, and Wunderhorn settings make up 

around half of Mahler’s total song output. ‘Ablösung im 

Sommer’ and ‘Ich ging mit Lust durch einen grünen 

Wald’ were written in the 1880s and published in 1892, in 

the second and third Lieder und Gesänge volumes, while 

‘Lob des hohen Verstandes’ was written in 1896, and 

forms part of the better-known collection of orchestral 

Des Knaben Wunderhorn songs, first published in 1899. 

Among the inhabitants of the fantastical Wunderhorn 
world are the cuckoo and the nightingale – a pair often 

pitted against each other in folklore, literature and 

music, partly because of their contrasting calls and 

temperaments, and partly because the return of both 

migratory birds to Europe signals the onset of spring. 

‘Ablösung im Sommer’ – which is familiar from the 

movement of Mahler’s third symphony originally dubbed 

‘What the animals in the forest tell me’ – speaks of a 

symbolic seasonal changeover as the distinctive cuckoo 

call gives way to the nightingale song; ‘Lob des hohen 

Verstandes’ is a satirical song, perhaps aimed at music 

critics, about a skewed singing contest between the 

birds, with a braying donkey unilaterally appointed as 

judge. ‘Frau Nachtigall’ also appears in ‘Ich ging mit 

Lust’, serenading lovers through the night. Mahler’s 

major source for song poetry in the 1900s was Friedrich 

Rückert, represented here in ‘Liebst du um Schönheit’, 

which introduces the theme of comparison – but before 

the comical Wunderhorn contest, we hear a tender, 

expressive love song. 

‘Schlechtes Wetter’ and ‘Ich wollt' ein Sträusslein 

binden’ are from Strauss’s Op. 69 and Op. 68: these were 

two of three song sets written in quick succession in 

1918, following a long hiatus from Lieder composition as 

he focused on writing operas. The former is a delicious, 

unnerving and witty Heine setting, while the latter uses 

an original poem by Wunderhorn-editor Brentano, and 

displays trademarks of Strauss’s agile, high-tessitura 

writing for coloratura soprano. Just as the cuckoo and 

the nightingale fly high in traditions of ornithological 

allegory, so the rose stands tall in literary history’s 

abundant garden of floral symbolism. The romantic ‘Das 

Rosenband’ is a Klopstock setting of 1897 which Strauss 

composed and orchestrated in a single day – it brings a 

magical harmonic and textural shift when the 

protagonist gazes at his beloved. ‘Rote Rosen’ and ‘Die 

erwachte Rose’, along with ‘Begegnung’, were given in 

1883 to Lotti Speyer, whose brief acquaintance with the 

19-year-old composer clearly made quite an impression. 

This trio of early songs remained unknown until a 

manuscript rediscovery in the late 1950s led to a modern 

première by Elizabeth Schwarzkopf and Gerald Moore. 

Johanna Müller-Hermann was born in Vienna in 1868, 

and grew up in the city’s vibrant cultural milieu. She was 

encouraged by her family to pursue her musical 

interests at home, but – surely in part owing to gendered 

expectations of the time – trained as a teacher rather 

than following the prestigious educational pathways the 

city had to offer aspiring composers. She did, however, 

study with prominent figures including Zemlinsky, and 

eventually became a music theory professor at the 

Neues Wiener Konservatorium; she had works published 

by major houses and performed to critical acclaim. The 

recent increasing presence of Müller-Hermann’s music 

on concert programmes owes much to the archival and 

editorial work of a handful of scholars and performers, 

particularly Carola Darwin. Müller-Hermann’s Op. 2 

songs were early compositions, eventually published by 

Doblinger in 1907; they use two of her own poems, and 

three by Ricarda Huch, a towering historian of German 

Romanticism. Musically, they display a wide-reaching 

textural and harmonic palette: the legacies of Schumann 

and Brahms are audible alongside a lean into fin-de-
siècle chromaticism. 

The concluding set returns to botanical symbolism. 

‘The Sprig of Thyme’ is an old English folksong warning 

of the dangers of courting ‘false’ lovers. On a tour of 

English counties in 1908, Grainger used an Edison 

phonograph to record Joseph Taylor of Saxby All Saints, 

Lincolnshire singing the song – the recording became 

part of his pioneering collection of ethnographic wax 

cylinders. Grainger produced his voice-piano 

arrangement in 1920, as a ‘loving birthday gift to [his] 

mother’; it is typically quirky and florid, and contains 

expressive instructions for the performers including 

‘easygoingly and clingingly’, and ‘very feelingly’. Britten, 

like Grainger, was also a performing pianist, and he 

would often include both his own folksong arrangements 

and those by Grainger in recital programmes with his 

partner, the tenor Peter Pears. Britten’s adaptations of 

Thomas Moore’s Irish melodies were published in 1960. 

‘The last rose of summer’, to which Britten added gentle 

melodic embellishments and a harp-like 

accompaniment, speaks of loss and loneliness. 

Continuing this theme, we skip to 2012 with ‘Farewell’, 

the lamenting penultimate song of Charlotte Bray’s 

Yellow Leaves, which uses a selection of Shakespeare-

inspired haikus by Caroline Thomas. There is a sparse 

simplicity to the piano writing, and a plaintive quality to 

the vocal contour and expression. 

The recital closes with a pair of settings of early 

modern poems by Muriel Herbert and Madeleine Dring, 

both of whom studied at the Royal College of Music and 

were important – but sadly neglected – voices in English 

music in the first half of the 20th Century. Written when 

she was 18, Herbert’s ‘To daffodils’ is a delicate, rich and 

moving setting of Robert Herrick’s melancholic words. 

Shakespeare’s springtime celebration of young love has 

proved irresistible to many a composer; Dring’s setting, 

each stanza introduced by a bold and catchy piano 

refrain, is exuberant and optimistic. 
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Please do not turn the page until the song and its accompaniment have 
ended. 
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Please do not turn the page until the song and its accompaniment have 
ended. 
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Please do not turn the page until the song and its accompaniment 
have ended. 
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Charlotte Bray text by Caroline Thomas, printed with permission. 
Translations of Mahler, 'Schlechtes Wetter', 'Ich wollt' ein Sträusslein 
binden' and 'Das Rosenband' by Richard Stokes from The Book of 
Lieder published by Faber & Faber, with thanks to George Bird, co-
author of The Fischer-Dieskau Book of Lieder, published by Victor 
Gollancz Ltd. All other Strauss and Müller-Hermann by Richard Stokes. 
 

 




